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WizPLC Version 2.0 

Release Notes  

Introduction 

This document includes updated information for WizPLC for Windows NT, Version 2.0. The 

information in this document contains late-breaking changes and additions to WizPLC 2.0. 

Operating Systems 

WizPLC 2.0 is designed for Windows NT only and uses dedicated Windows NT features for improved 

performance and capacity. Windows NT inter-process communication, resource management and kernel 

structure fits the requirements of real-time, communication and control applications. 

WizPLC 2.0 will work together with Wizcon from Wizcon 7.5 and higher. 

If you use the special wizpro.dll to connect to Wizcon 7.02, please be aware of the following:  

Should an illegal WizPLC termination occur you will not be able to reconnect to Wizcon without 

shutting down and restarting Wizcon. This means that you will not have a dynamic reconnection of 

WizPLC to Wizcon 7.02. (Refer to W7SPR047) 

What’s New 

Listed below are some of the new or improved features in WizPLC 2.0.  

� Native code instead of interpreter, results in about 20 times faster execution. 

� New development environment with highlighted Keywords, Microsoft 

Development Studio-like look 

� Online changes 

� Multitask time different running 

� New library elements 

� New and configurable Run Time Interface 

� Dummy tags may be updated in configurable sampling time 

� Configurable retain option 

� Log file with much more information, if problems occur 

� Configurable Run Time for C debugging of .dlls 

New Task Configuration 

The definition of the Cycle Time is no longer together with the WizPLC I/O card configuration. You 

should use the Resources � Task configuration page. There you may define for each task its appropriate 

cycle time. Please note that you will also have to select the POU which has to be run in this task. 

Thanks to the improved performance we put the default cycle time now to 10 ms.(It was 50 ms in 

version 1.1) 
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You may now use Cycle Times down to 2ms. Please be aware that in the soft real time version you have 

no guarantee for determinism An average - but quite exact - cycle time is performed. 

Full Wizcon Network Capability 

Please note that the first time you use the Wizcon Tag Dialog you must define a Network Tag, 

otherwise the Tag is recognized as a local tag. 

New Online Help 

A completely new On line Help is installed for version 2.0. Context sensitive help will be available in 

the next version of WizPLC. 

New Standalone Examples 

Especially for users with field experience, but who are new to Wizcon, we included two examples, 

which allow a quick first look at the different features of WizPLC, without the need to start and know 

the SCADA part. For the samples which are integrating Wizcon 7.5 you need to set your path to the 

relevant sample path (for example, C;\WizPLC\samples\bar). Then double-click on the “WZ7” icon and 

Wizcon 7.5 will run with the corresponding sample. To start WizPLC click in the Wizcon Studio on the 

WizPLC development icon and open the corresponding *.pro file (with the File /Open option in the File 

menu). 
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Caution: 

PC SOFT supplies its library elements in a file called WizPLControl.dll. In the WizPLC environment 

this library file is now called PCSILIB.LIB (former LG.LIB). 

If you have existing projects with existing Lg.Lib it might be that you will have to insert the new library 

and delete the Lg.lib in your Library manager. 

Year 2000 Compatibility 

WizPLC version 2.0 is fully compatible with the year 2000. Note that the support is up to 2036. This 

limitation is imposed by the development tools of Microsoft Visual C++. WizPLC may not load when 

the date of the PC is set above the year 2036. 

Important Hints 

1. Sampling mode 
Since the VPI VPIWNWZP does not serve as the communication server for the tags configured to it, it 

must not have the Read (R+) property of VPIs. Currently it is not possible to set a VPI as read only, the 

tag sampling of the VPIWNWZP VPI is turned off automatically. This may cause confusion since the 

tags are set to be sampled, but if values are not pushed to those tags by the WizPLC Run time, Wizcon 

will continuously show asterisk (∗) as their value. 

2. Space in the tag address string 
Tags set with the VPI VPIWNWZP can use a blank space in the tag address string. Since the blank is 

not stored in Wizcon, when changing an existing tag, you will have to re-enter the blank space 

appropriately. 

Note: Using blank spaces is not allowed with IEC 61131-3 programming. 

3. WizPLC and Wizcon’s tag ids 
Since WizPLC Runtime saves the tag id of the Wizcon tags used in WizPLC programs, deleting a tag, 

when using compress definition (K+) might yield unexpected problems. 

4. Libraries and Compiled Path 
You must check the Libraries and Compiled path, under the Options Directories menu items, of the 

WizPLC Development system and set them to your installation location. Failing to do so, WizPLC will 

not identify the location of the standard.lib file, which holds the IEC 61131-3 objects.  

When asked about the library path, please insert it according to the drive where you installed WizPLC, 

for example, C:\WizFactory\WizPLC\LIB for drive C or  

D:\ WizFactory\WizPLC\LIB for drive D, and so on. 

5. WizPLC 1.1 and WizPLC 2.0 applications’ compatibility with Wizcon 
If you have already built a Wizcon application with WizPLC 1.1, you have to recompile it with the new 

environment and create a bootable project.  

6. Using WizPLC in Wizcon’s Application setup 
Please write a batch file with an editor with the following lines: 

D: (as example for the drive) 

cd D:\wizcon\proj (as example for the working folder) 

In the “Application setup” of Wizcon run this batch file as first program (before WizPLCRT.exe). Now 

it will find the default.prg without problems.  
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7. Updating Tag values during start up or on line changes 
Be aware that during start up or online changes a tag is only updated once. This procedure has been 

chosen in order to prevent long delays due to fast tag changes while connecting. After the end of the 

update step the changes are again taken into account according to their changes. 

8. Leaving open the WizPLC Development environment 
Due to speed and memory constraints you should close your Development Environment when not 

working with it. It should not be left open longer than 24 hours. With an open Development 

Environment you are in some kind of debug mode and therefore will receive slower response time and 

use more memory. 

9. New pure WizPLC project in Wizcon environment 
When you create a new WizPLC project, that does not contain Wizcon tags,  in a folder where you have 

already an existing Default.prg file, which contains Wizcon tags, and you have also Wizcon running, 

you will have to delete or rename first the Default.prg file. Otherwise the run time may not start 

correctly. 


